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Escorting isn’t all about five-star hotels and clinking 

champagne flutes. A lot goes on behind the scenes 

which you absolutely need to know if you are starting 

out. After receiving some very kind reviews of my first 

guide, I have put together a second guide that covers 

more topics and questions for those starting out in the 

industry or for those simply intrigued.
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Just before we get to the nitty gritty of sex, let’s spend a few moments here on your 

profile. When I first started out six years ago, I felt completely overwhelmed and 

intimidated by the profiles on websites like Scarlet Blue and Private Girls. Photos 

of stunning sexy women, seductively written profile... How the hell was I ever going 

to be exactly like these women -  or at least try to compete? The good news is 

you don’t need to be like ‘those women’. You need to be like YOU, or at least the 

character you have created. (And the photos? They’ve 99% been airbrushed -  mine 

certainly were! When I met the women matched to the photos, it was always a relief 

to see they were completely normal women with lumps and bumps and wrinkles -  

with a very talented photographer!).

So, let’s talk about the character you have created -  in my case Samantha X.  

I wanted Samantha to be elegant, classy, sophisticated. I wanted her to wear clothes 

in her photos; to show less body. Those websites were bursting with women wearing 

next to nothing, with stockings, suspenders and the whole caboodle. And there is 

absolutely nothing wrong with that look, but it wasn’t for me when I started out.  

So, I opted for dresses, a suit and a corporate look. I looked more like an accountant 

let alone an escort. My photos stood out for being different. And that’s exactly what 

I wanted to achieve. 

TAKE HOME TIP  

Look at what everyone else is doing and do something different. Don’t feel obliged 

to do the lingerie shoot if it’s not you. Show enough of your body to tempt but be 

clever about it. Your photographer will have ideas. So, what should you write about 

yourself? This is actually really hard to do! I’ll tell you what I DIDN’T do. I didn’t talk 

about sex. I didn’t boast as to how I love double penetration (for example…), or 

how my deep throat was the best in Australia (my god the pressure...) I didn’t write 

pages and pages of my services and I didn’t break my price structure into so many 

packages it was hard to understand. Be brief, be succinct, warm, friendly and flirty.

What you say is just as  
important as how you look.
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In my experience, clients don’t have the time nor interest in reading streams  

of information. They just want to know a) whether you look nice b) whether you 

sound nice and c) what your fees are. If they have questions about your service, 

they will ask you. Not sure how much to charge? Have a snoop at what others are 

charging and go somewhere in between. I didn’t start out at $1200 an hour. I started 

as an independent escort at $600 an hour. It took me six years to get to $1200. 

You can’t come into the private scene charging top dollar on day one. You will see 

some escorts have two packages -  GFE (Girlfriend Experience) and PSE (Porn Star 

Experience) -  the PSE one being more expensive. It’s a personal choice but I never 

did that -  I had one set fee and left it at that. In my eyes, sex is sex and I didn’t want 

to be with a client thinking: ‘Hmmm, I can’t do this as I haven’t charged him for it...’ etc.
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As a private escort, you will see clients either at their place or yours. It’s totally  

up to you whether you choose to visit clients in their private homes. I rarely did 

unless I knew the client well, or that I knew enough about them to feel 100% secure.  

My advice is don’t. It’s their terrain not yours, nor is it neutral territory like a hotel.  

I know girls who have been to homes where kids have been asleep in the next room.  

My preferred choice was either to book five star hotels and let the clients come  

to me, or for the clients to invite me to their five star hotels. I rarely travelled far  

for a date, unless I toured.

Be very careful in different states around Australia, as each state has different laws  

in relation to sex work. In-calls are illegal in Victoria for example. Regardless of 

whether you see a client in his hotel or yours -  the key word here is discretion. Hotel 

staff in my experience will turn a blind eye if you are discreet and respect the other 

guests. No walking through the lobby in a tiny dress with the top of your stockings 

showing and your arse hanging out. Don’t look like the hooker. Blend in. Look 

elegant and choose understated than overstated. Your client probably won’t want 

you to look like that also. Find out where to meet your client - lobby, by the lifts,  

at the bar? Will he leave a key for you at the front desk -  if so, under what name?

Presuming it’s your working name, remember the hotel staff might ask for ID. Rather 

than having to whisper that’s not your real name, simply say: “It’s probably best to 

call John in room 332 to say I have arrived.” Hotel staff know better than to keep 

pressing the issue. If meeting at the lobby is too obvious, you can get to level one 

usually without a key card and it’s a discreet place. I’ve also hidden keys in places  

on the ground floor or level one (in a certain pot plant for example) so the client  

can easily access it without a fuss. If the client is coming to your unit, use your 

common sense. Again, be discreet. You don’t want your neighbours complaining. 

Hide all personal photos and other items. You may love your pet if you have one 

- but your client won’t want an over excited dog licking his bum during sex. Think 

hotel room with perhaps a bit more warmth. A candle, flowers, and make sure you 

have snacks, a few nice bottles of wine and beer. And towels, lots and lots of towels!

In-call/out-call rules.
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The secret to getting regulars? It’s not about the lingerie you wear or your thigh 

gap -  it’s about being authentic and real. Men may have simple needs, but they 

aren’t stupid. They can tell a fake. Fake interest, fake listening, fake loud screaming 

orgasms, fake everything. Don’t be fake. You don’t need to tell them about every 

single part of your life but be real. Act with genuine interest when they talk about 

their lives or decide to confide in you. They are paying for your time, so be present 

in that time. Remember things they talk about, names of kids, what profession he 

is in, whether he is going away, and ask him about it next time you see him. Every 

man wants to feel special. They don’t need to know he is the 5th accountant you’ve 

seen that week, make him feel like the only one.

Try not to watch the clock, they can tell. The more experienced you get, the more 

you will make the time work for you, so you are not constantly checking how much 

time you have left. If you don’t want to extend another hour, be truthful. It is far 

better to be honest than to give a bad service and pray the minutes away. When 

there is about 10 minutes left, I would start making noises that time is soon up. 

“Well that was amazing… I really enjoyed myself, I hope you did too…We have  

about 10 minutes left so I might jump into the shower...” is perfectly acceptable.  

If he is playing silly buggers and trying to stay over his time, I would say the above 

and go and have a long shower! Not many men will lie there alone for too long 

without getting the hint. Be strong and firm -  you can say next time, he should 

book you longer!

Be authentic.
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First of all, I hope this never happens to you, but if it does, you will be OK,  

I promise. There is support out there and you don’t need to suffer alone. Most sex 

workers have had an incident at some stage -  you are not alone. If you were raped 

or sexually assaulted, my advice is go to the police if you are brave enough to.  

I was sexually assaulted and reported my perpetrator. All I had was his first name, 

that he had a twin brother and which suburb he lived. And guess what – it took 

a few months, but the police found him and arrested him. There wasn’t enough 

evidence to take it further, but the detective assured me he would never ever  

do it again. By reporting him, I could have saved someone else being raped.  

Not once was I judged for being a sex worker. Not once was I not taken seriously.  

If you don’t want to go to the police, then tell someone. A friend, a counsellor,  

a representative from SWOP (Sex Workers Outreach Program) -  someone who  

you can trust and won’t judge or blame you. It’s also really important to report  

the client to SWOP and various Ugly Mug lists so you can warn others about him.

Communication like this can save lives. And the most important advice of all is not 

to blame yourself. Nothing about it is your fault. If you are in a situation where you 

feel unsafe, you feel your client could turn on you any moment, if he is emotional, 

angry, irrational, on drugs, swearing etc... you need to get out of the room and fast. 

Say you have an upset stomach, say you need to put money in the parking meter, 

that you need to vomit… be calm and say: “John, I need to quickly put money in the 

meter. I’ll be back in five minutes. Why don’t you run me a bath/fix me a drink/wait 

in bed for me?” Don’t worry about offending him or causing a scene, your safety 

is far more important than his ego. I mentored an escort recently and she casually 

dropped into the conversation that she thought her regular client may be a bit 

‘dangerous’. The fact she even used the word dangerous speaks volumes. Her gut 

was telling her something. My advice to her was to never see that client again and 

block his number. The money is just not worth it.

What if I have a bad experience 
with a client?

https://swop.org.au/
https://swop.org.au/
https://swop.org.au/report-a-mug
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Don’t do it! Learn from my mistake! Dating a client is one of the worst things you can 

do! Not only do you lose a regular stream of income from him, but the relationship 

rarely works. You will always be a hooker in his eyes, and he will always be a client 

in your eyes. Besides, it’s probably just a matter of time before he starts back up 

on the escort scene once he gets bored, they just can’t help themselves. Funnily 

enough, they also get very jealous of your work and your other clients. If a client asks 

you out, handle it carefully. You don’t want to lose him as a client, but you also don’t 

want to lead him on. I used to say: “Oh you wouldn’t want me… I’m a much better 

escort than I am a girlfriend…” And laugh it off. That seemed to do the trick.

Dating clients - should you?
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Who has the time for long text conversations with your real friends and family, 

let alone clients? It’s exhausting and mentally draining yet you feel obliged, right? 

Wrong. Stop the guilt. You don’t owe them free time. You don’t owe them anything. 

Easier said than done I understand.

My favourite clients would text to say hello, and that’s fine. But streams and streams 

of questions and idle chit chat when you have no booking is not acceptable 

and crossing a boundary. Rather than complain about it, or begrudge him, take 

responsibility for your part in it. Do you encourage him? Have you explained the 

rules and boundaries? There are ways of doing this without sounding like a complete 

bitch. “As much as I love talking to you, why don’t we save this conversation for 

when I next see you?” Clients need direction sometimes and them wanting to talk  

to you is clearly an example of you doing your job too well! Be firm but kind.  

Be mindful he may just have no idea he is crossing a line. A few messages here  

and there is fine, if it suits you. But clients need to understand you have a life outside  

of your escorting, that the person you are with him, is not the person you are when 

the make-up comes off. But if you encourage messages from clients because you 

see it as a way of leading him on, making him feel special and getting more business 

from him, then you have no one else to blame but yourself!

How to deal with endless texting.
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It is important for every sex worker to know what genital herpes looks like. Before 

you share your body with a stranger, Google sexual diseases and study the photos 

and information. Do not be shy in having a good look at your client’s body before 

you become intimate. Do not be shy or worry about offending him if you find 

something you’re not sure about.

You are perfectly entitled to question him or say no. I’ve pulled clients up on strange 

looking rashes and spots. It is awkward and embarrassing for you both, but it needs 

to be done. Not one single client will say: “Oh yes! That weeping sore is herpes, 

awfully sorry, I’d better get my jacket...” Instead they will say: “Oh that spot? That’s 

nothing. I’ve had it for years...etc,” which is why you need to be on top of your STIs. 

It is a lot easier turning a client down and hurting his feelings, than it is dealing with 

outbreaks of herpes. Natural oral, yes or no? Again, your body your choice. You 

have to do whatever you feel comfortable with. Also know your body. BV (Bacterial 

Vaginosis) is a really common infection. It causes a fishy smell in your vagina but can 

be easily diagnosed and treated by your GP. A miracle trick my GP taught me was to 

dilute white vinegar in warm water and douche your vagina when you think you may 

have BV, as it balances out the pH levels. If there is something you’re not sure about, 

speak to a doctor, because no one knows better than them. If you don’t want to go 

to your family GP, try your local sexual health clinic.

Sexual health - know your body 
(and his).
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There are all different kinds of shapes, sizes, faces, bodies and wobbles. Skinny, fat, 

slim, well built… As an escort, you don’t even notice the way your client looks and it 

doesn’t really matter anyway, does it? I used to say unless they had an unkind heart, 

then no client was ugly to me. Deformities I could do, dickheads I couldn’t.  

But what do you do when a client is too smelly, has terrible breath, BO, and generally 

so gross you cannot face him going anywhere near you? Firstly, he needs to jump  

in the shower -  again. And use soap this time. Then when he comes out, pop  half  

a litre of mouthwash down his gullet. Failing that, you either say you can’t see him 

and refund his money or this old trick: lie on the bed and play with yourself. “I want 

you just to watch me while I do this… why don’t you play with yourself and we 

orgasm together…” In my experience this was 100% successful. They get their happy 

ending while watching you and you don’t have to endure any of his bodily fluids  

and bodily smells on, in or all over you. Job well done!

What do I do if my client  
absolutely repulses me?
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My first reaction is to say: ‘So bloody what?!’ but I know that is easier said than  

done, especially if you have children with him. Not too many men would be 

delighted their ex is now working. It’s a bruise to their ego, it’s emasculating, and 

they may be envious of the money you’re making as well as the flexible hours.

They also may be concerned about the kids and use this as an excuse to criticise 

your mothering skills and question the safety and well-being of your children. 

Absolute rubbish! Unless you are seeing clients from home when your kids  

are there (this is an absolute no no), using drugs and drinking too much, harming  

or neglecting your kids, a judge will never take your kids away from you purely 

based on the fact you are a sex worker. You cannot take kids away from their mother 

based on moral judgment. But there is nothing stopping him from threatening you. 

If he starts to threaten you and you are nervous, make an appointment with a family 

lawyer to reassure yourself if nothing else. Stand your ground. If he doesn’t like it,  

he doesn’t like it. There isn’t much you can do about it. What you shouldn’t do is  

stop working. If you working provides financial stability for you and your children, 

then work. Don’t let his anger and threats scare you. Talk to other sex workers you 

trust; lots have families to support and who have been through the same thing.

Should you tell your family and friends about your new job? It is entirely up to you,  

but remember once you tell them, you can’t un- tell them! Being out and proud is 

wonderfully liberating. Living an authentic life is a much healthier way to live, and 

you attract the right people into your lives. However, being honest about your job 

can come at a cost. You may lose friends and family members who don’t understand 

and instead judge you, so be prepared for that. Most women choose to work  

in secret. I’ve met many whose partners don’t even know what they do.  

Having a double life is exhausting but for some it’s the only way.

What if my ex finds out?
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Most escorts at some point receive a phone call or a text from an angry wife or 

partner of their client. This is because men slip up and leave incriminating messages 

or receipts or eagle-eyed wives go through credit card statements and phone bills. 

And you and I both know that a woman’s intuition is never wrong.

So, how do you handle that awkward conversation when a voice at the end of the 

phone says: “I know you have slept with my husband.” Some escorts hang up, some 

say: “You’ve got the wrong number,” some get angry and say, “How dare you?”  

while others, and what I think the right response is, is to say: “Yes I have and how 

can I help you? I will answer any questions you may have.” As a woman, and for me, 

when the day came when I had that phone call, I felt the pain in the wife’s voice, the 

fear, and the sadness, and my heart went out to her. She wasn’t angry at me, she 

wanted to know why he did it, what she was doing wrong (nothing) and do I think 

he would keep seeing escorts (yes). At the end of the conversation, she thanked  

me from the bottom of her heart for helping her realise her marriage was over. 

It wasn’t an easy conversation but one where she left with her answers and  

I felt better knowing I helped one woman with her pain. What you choose to  

do is entirely up to you, but try to put yourself in her position.

I truly believe a marriage is between two people, and their marriage is none  

of your concern. You are there to provide a service, to provide comfort, intimacy  

and connection. You are providing a safe outlet with tight non-emotional boundaries 

to prevent affairs from happening. Like any profession, you will have good days and 

bad, so don’t let this issue put you off. Don’t be ashamed or guilty for doing your job. 

Like I’ve said many times before, your body, your choice!

Angry wives - how to handle.



DISCLAIMER: These are my own personal thoughts and tips from what 
I have learnt in my time escorting and working in the Australian adult 
industry. Other escorts may have different opinions. For the sake of this 
guide, the escort is female and the client is male. I hope you have found this 
guide helpful. If you would like further guidance and assistance, please visit 
my website for other mentoring options.
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